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FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
Produced in a beautiful kitchen
environment with a range of props
and background settings.
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
Create images of advertisementquality for a variety of uses and
requirements in a white studio.

LET THE
FOOD
DO THE
TALKING
Vibrant, bespoke and highend food images for your
business, created by a local
photographer within a
flexible studio environment.

03

SHOOT COORDINATION
Art direction, model casting and
prop sourcing.
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Liesel Böckl
photographer & designer

‘‘ Tell Your Story with Images”
Hello! I’m Liesel, a photographer who has helped many businesses build their brand through
photography. I love working with small organisations and being part of their journey. I’m
passionate about communicating the story of each company in the best way that I can. I
understand that growing businesses can’t afford to spend a fortune on photography, but I
believe a small investment can make a big difference.
I work from my home studio in southwest London, which is a relaxed environment, far
removed from the stiff formality of a traditional photography studio. My photographic
subjects have included food and lifestyle commissions, as well as documentary-style work
shot outside of the studio, for both private and commercial clients.
I have a broad experience of visual design (including a 10-year career as a graphic designer
and an advertising art director), so I can also help you create a unique visual identity through
photography and design. I work closely with clients while planning a shoot and aim to
understand their needs to find their unique voice.

Photography is an essential tool for any business and a crucial opportunity to make a great first
impression. Take your brand to the next level with professional images that will support and
communicate the essence of your brand.

EPICURE : NOUN
A person who takes particular pleasure in fine food and drink.
“they see themselves as epicures—delighting in food that is properly prepared”
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Bespoke images lovingly created in a relaxed
and flexible kitchen environment. Clients include luxury bakers, manufacturers of kitchen
appliances, artesian coffee suppliers, wine
makers, and stockists of lifestyle products such
as stationary and home interior goods.

Sheen House is a flexible working space with
a warm, natural feel and lovely details. It is
stocked with various backgrounds and many
useful food styling props. Choose to shoot in
the lounge, kitchen, bedroom or garden areas.

SHEEN HOUSE HIRE
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There is also a choice of green outdoor
locations within five minutes of the studio by
car – either glorious Richmond Park or the
beautiful Barnes-Chiswick tidal stretch of the
River Thames.

Create images of advertisement-quality in
a white studio setting. Studio lighting and
many colour backgrounds to help fullfill your
exact requirements. Web and high resolution
images will be provided and with a three-day
turnaround.

Mortlake station is 10 minutes away on foot;
regular trains take 25 minutes from Waterloo.

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
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SHOOT COORDINATION

Production services such as shoot styling,
finding models and prop sourcing are also
available.
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BRANDING & DESIGN

Put the images to work! Design services can
be added on to create banners, brochures,
e-brochures, flyers and websites.
See price list on 8pg.
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FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
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LET THE FOOD
DO THE
TALKING
The most interesting food to photograph isn’t
always the fanciest. It’s all about bringing
out the colours in the ingredients, the subtle
textures and reflections. It’s best to keep things
simple and let the food do the talking.

A GREAT
IMAGE
Capture the elements in front of you at
their best and you’ve got a great image!
I love that a lot of food now focuses
on the quality of the ingredients and
how simple, nourishing food is being
appreciated more and more. I approach
every food and product shoot as a
still life, paying attention to the subtle
shapes, shadows and rhythms that
exist before me. I like to work with
the available light to create a painterly
atmosphere.
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LESS IS MORE

Rustic textures and seasonal fruits helped to
create simple but stunning images for this
home bakery which specialises in European
cakes using the finest ingredients.

A two-day shoot for a blog and recipe book
“Simple Taste”, which focuses on winter entertainment recipes using seasonal ingredients
such as figs, scallops and lamb. The result was
irresistible food inspiration for any occasion!

Left: The Amber Sand Bakery
Above: Simple Taste Recipes
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HAPPINESS IS HOMEMADE
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TRENDS IN
FOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY
Every year, new trends in food photography
emerge and in 2018 we will see a greater
emphasis on storytelling. In order to set
themselves apart, businesses must present
more than just a beautifully plated dish.
Readers and customers are looking beyond
the plate and want to see the story around it.
What does food mean to you? Food is
nourishment and comfort, as well as a way of
treating ourselves. I love that food can take us
back in time, pass on traditions and transport us
to different countries.

KODAWARI
A series of food stories shot in Japan to
capture the Japanese obsession with
perfection and attention to detail. Over
15 food and small business stories shot
in Japan in a documentary style for Mint
Images.
A characteristic which is related to the
craft element is the incredible attention
to detail is known as “Kodawari”.
Whether is about using the best ingredients or creating the perfect environment for the family to communicate,
the Japanese determination to achieve
perfection, no matter how small the job
was so prevalent wherever I went. From
“Nihon No Kodawari”, 2017.
Left: Kodawari, Mint Images

La Famiglia Pelliconi has been making
coffee since 1987; a small independent
family business, which, for two generations, had retained the original and true
artesian passion for quality Italian coffee.
The company was growing and needed
images for their new website and online
store. Over three days we created some
stunning visuals of the different beans
which represented the various regions of
Italy.
Next Page: Aromistico Coffee
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TRUE ARTESIAN PASSION
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PRETTY LITTLE THINGS
A perfect collaboration between
the Notable Designs creative team
and our shoot team. Together we
came up with eight brilliant spreads
which were printed in their annual
catalogue to showcase their most
popular stationary brands.
Above & Right: Notable Designs

PRICES & PACKAGES

Half Day / 4hrs

Full Day / 8hrs

Other Services

White Studio

White Studio

Food Styling £15/hr

Kitchen Studio

Kitchen Studio

Props

Props

Online Viewing Gallery

Online Viewing Gallery

Web and High Res Images

Web and High Res Images

30-50 images

50-100 images

from £250

from £400

Photo Retouching £25/hr
Clipping Path £1
Brochure Design £60
Banner Design £60
Models £30

BOOKING & SHOOT PROCESS
BOOKING
FORM

SHOOT
PLANNING

PHOTO
SHOOT

IMAGE
SELECTION
online gallery

RETOUCH

DATA
DELIVERY
high & low res
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Website Design £450
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